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concerning the way he   has traversed or the material
elaborated, hinders any general understanding or acceptance
of his works; and so he remains unknown.   His distaste
for teaching does not bring him pupils; he is so little
known that any relations with a larger circle of acquain-
tances is precluded; as a rule, therefore, he lives a retired
life, not from necessity merely  but   also  from choice.
Thus he escapes   the danger of spending himself too
lavishly.    His inner reactions lead him constantly back
to the circumscribed tracts of his research activities; these
in themselves are very exacting, proving as time goes on
so deeply exhausting as to permit of no incidental expendi-
ture of energy on behalf of acquaintances or pupils.   There
is the additional circumstance that the manifest success of
the romantic is also a vitalizing and invigorating factor,
but this is very often denied the classic, so that he is
forced to seek his only satisfaction in the perfecting of his
work of research,    In the light of these considerations, the
relatively premature exhaustion of the romantic genius
seems to me to depend more upon the external reaction
than upon the higher reactive rapidity.
Ostwald does not regard his type division as absolute,
in the sense that every investigator can be shown forthwith
to belong to one or other type. He is, however, of the
opinion " that the really great men" can generally be
included quite definitely in one or other end-group, while
the " average people" much more frequently represent the
middle position in respect to reactive rapidity (pp. 372 ff.).
'In conclusion, I would like to observe that the Ostwald
biographies contain material which though partial, has
a very valuable bearing on the psychology of the types,
and strikingly exhibits the coincidence of the romantic
with the extraverted type, and the classic with the
introverted.

